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MISO’s analysis of EPA’s Clean Power Plan will report key
findings ahead of the coming deadlines that states must meet
Goals:

• Inform policymakers as they formulate compliance strategies
• Enable the reliable, efficient implementation of CPP-related policy decisions made by
our member-states and asset-owners

Today

*While this date is the initial deadline for the EPA, they have indicated they will
issue a federal plan for states failing to submit one as soon as possible.
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Mass-based compliance would cost less on regional basis,
but a few states may fare better with a rate-based approach
On a MISO region-wide basis, MISO’s
analysis indicates the following regarding
rate-based and mass-based compliance:

Directional comparison of massbased & rate-based production costs
for the MISO region as a whole
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• The production costs of a mass-based trading regime
would be lower than the production costs of rate-based
trading, with the gap increasing over time.

• States that already have (1) a heavy penetration of efficient
gas-fired generation and/or (2) intend to build numerous
non-CO2-emitting resources may be marginally better off
using rate-based compliance in the long run.
o However, these states would only see advantages with
rate-based compliance if the generators within their
borders have access to a liquid market for emission rate
credits (ERCs).
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• Some MISO-member states may initially fare better under
rate-based compliance, but over time, most states would
see greater benefits under mass-based compliance.
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Production Costs

• Mass-based compliance would also require less capital
investment than rate-based compliance.
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Under current capacity trends, coal unit capacity factors decrease greatly
over time under the CPP, more dramatically with a rate-based implementation
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For example, 40% of the
coal units in the 2030
rate scenario have a
capacity factor greater
than ~10%.
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Coal units run more in the near term under rate-based compliance and in the long term
under mass-based compliance.
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New resources will be needed to achieve CPP compliance, meaning
planning and investment in new energy assets needs to begin soon
Typical conception-to-in-service timelines for various types of new
energy assets*, overlaid on the CPP’s compliance deadlines:
2018: States’ final
CPP plans due just
2 years from now

Today

2022: Interim CPP
compliance period
begins just 6 years
from now

Mainline gas pipelines: 4-6 years

2030: The CPP’s
final compliance
period begins
2025: MISO analysis
shows new assets may
need to be in service
for CPP compliance

Wind farms: 4-6 years
*Many factors can extend the time needed to
permit and build new assets, so early planning is
prudent to ensure that sufficient resources will
be in place to achieve CPP compliance

Combined Cycle Generation:
4-6 years

Transmission: 7-10 years
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